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create simplified more practical cards for inpatients. The presentation of the
rehabilitation work by individual cards allow for delivery of only few exercises
for each patient, which makes the program more acceptable and allows for
better concentration on the prescribed program.
Methods.– We have created 52 illustration cards in three categories:
stretching, training and functional movements, addressing both upper and
lower limbs using color-coding for easy identification, sketch indicating the
location of the targeted muscle to be worked on, and related details always
following the same format. The language was chosen to be understandable
by all. The photos were selected to limit confusing elements. Different
difficulty levels are available for the same muscle in order to select the
appropriate card for the patient.
Results.– Upon patient arrival in the department (traditional hospitalization
or day hospital), the doctor prescribes GSC using the manual or the
cards depending on the patient’s cognitive abilities. Individual rehabilitation
sessions allow for the therapist to review and change each exercise and
to instruct the patient on how to complete the logbook. After discharge,
the patient regularly attends small group self-rehabilitation workshops to
review the program and receive encouragement, advice and corrective
instructions.
Discussion.– The cards have been in use since February 2012 and are still being
tested. We expect to improve homogeneity between the cards and the manual so
that therapists and patients can easily switch from one tool to the other.
Examples of cards and our experience with the first patients who have been
using them will be presented.
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Objective.– This study addresses the causes of the impairment of bimanual
coordination after stroke, and the conditions under which bimanual movement
therapy may provide optimal results in stroke rehabilitation. In particular we
intend to assess the contribution of afference-based processes (i.e., visually- and
somatosensory-based error correction, and phase entrainment) to the
impairment of bimanual coordination.
Methods.– Ten patients with unilateral chronic stroke and 8 controls matched
for age took part in a kinesthetic tracking experiment. Participants performed
repeated forearm flexion/extension movements, with one limb (the paretic one
for patients) being passively driven by an isokinetic machine. The task consisted
of matching the trajectory of the driven limb as accurately as possible with the
freely moving limb, under two conditions: eyes open and eyes closed. Interlimb
coordination was assessed by continuous relative phase and the mean absolute
difference between the positions of the two limbs. Moreover, we analyzed
movement smoothness (jerk) of the freely moving limb.
Results.– Coordination was less stable (higher variability of continuous relative
phase), and the mean absolute difference between the limbs positions was
higher for patients with eyes closed than for patients with eyes open, controls
with eyes closed, and controls with eyes open. Moreover, movements of the
non-paretic limb of patients were less smooth than movements of the control
group.
Discussion.– Results show that, besides deficits due to the disruption of
interhemispheric balance, processes based on somatosensory feedback (phase
entrainment and error correction) are a limiting factor of bimanual coordination
after stroke. In contrast, visual feedback allowed patients to compensate for the
somatosensory deficit. In addition, during coordination the non-paretic limb
does not produce optimally smooth movements even while the motor-driven
paretic limb does. We discuss the implications and perspectives following from
our results from a clinical point of view, and suggest guidelines for the design
and individualization of bimanual movement therapy.
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